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introduction

• I only have 10 minutes to fill your 
heads with Inspiring Thoughts, so 
I’m just going to dive right in
– And not necessarily be inspiring…



FFXIV

• Final fantasy XIV, square enix, 2014

• I played this for >100 days (>2400 hours)



SwL

• Secret world legends, funcom, 2017

• I’d played 45 days when i quit
– Plus 150 days for The Secret World…



Sw:tor

• Star wars: the old republic, bioware, 2011

• I played ~6h/day for 137 days in 2012
– 137 elapsed time, 33 days cpu time



World of warcraft

• world of warcraft, blizzard, 2004:
• 245 days



everquest

• Everquest, sony online entertainment, 1999
• 0 days…



dikumud

• Dikumud, copenhagen university, 1990



abermud

• Abermud, alan cox, 1987



mud

• Mud, Roy trubshaw & richard bartle, 1978

• MUD didn’t come from anything

• This explains why this talk is being given 
by me and not you

Narrow road between lands.

You are stood on a narrow road between The Land and whence you came.

To the north and south are the small foothills of a pair of majestic

mountains, with a large wall running round. To the west the road

continues, where in the distance you can see a thatched cottage

opposite an ancient cemetery. The way out is to the east, where a

shroud of mist covers the secret pass by which you entered The

Land. It is raining.

*w

Narrow road.

You are on a narrow east-west road with a forest to the north and

Gorse scrub to the south. It is raining. A splendid necklace lies

on the ground.

*



connection

• i expect most people at this conference 
will have noticed an unfortunate property 
of the phrase hyper-connected

• When I was invited to give this 
presentation, I didn’t know what “hyper-
connected” meant

• What’s being hyper-connected?
– People? Computers? networks? Businesses? 
Information? Devices?

• Is it that Everything that can use a 
network wiLl use a network?



connection

• I come from a background of massively-
multiplayer online role-playing games

• Some of these have tens of millions of 
players
– And have had for 15+ years

• Hyper-connected games will have even more
players
– And more designers and more games

• They’ll also have more possible ways of 
acCesSing games
– We’re already seeing this now



So what?

• A fair question: so what?
• Players are human beings and are 
limited by dunbar’s number
– We know from mmorpgs that They don’t –
can’t – form vast numbers of connections

• As for more games, how many of the 
app store’s milLion have you played?
– Increased Connectivity brings with It a user-
acquisition problem

– Also a quality problem – most Designers 
are derivative, clueless and have nothing to say



Handful

• Throughout their history, mmorpgs have 
always been dominated by a handful
of games
– Not always the same games
– Currently, the big 5 in the west are World of 
Warcraft, Final Fantasy XIV, Guild Wars 2, Elder 
Scrolls Online, Black desert online

• it was the same before the internet
– Mud, shades, gods, mirrorworld, federation 2

• The same thing happened to platforms
– Compuserve, prodigy, delphi, genie, the source



solution

• The promises that Hyperconnectivity offers 
entertainment are very aLluring
– Any one, any time, any place, any reason

• They’re unachievable if all you see is a 
fog and all you hear is white noise

• The solution is to encourage dynamic
structures to get players back down to 
dunbar’s number connections
– With the folks who are right for them

• you partition players, then allow them 
to partition themselves



solution

• to break into established friendship 
groups is hard and daunting

• The initial stages of an MMORPG should put 
players into a cohort of fellow newbies
– They can go off on their own if they want

• the idea is that a number of people all in 
the same boat will bond with each other
– Thus allowing new social structures to form

• No-one wants to play with 10m people
– Or even 10,000

• They want to play with 10-20 friends



Hand-over

• My 10 minutes was probably up several 
more minutes ago, so I should pass on 
to the next speaker
– Kirk WoOlford, talking about ai image 
generation through midjourney
• Which I bought a standard subscription to and 
stiLl used it all up within a week

• How do developments in games and image 
generation affect other domains in hyper-
connected entertainment?
– They’re connected, so they must affect 
them somehow!


